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Relational  Algebra 

Basic terminology:-  

• Relation :- A set of tuples. 

• Tuples :- A collection of attributes which describe real world entity. 

• Attributes :- A real world role played by a named domain. 

• Domain :-  A set of atomic values. 

• Set :- A mathematical definition for a collection of object which 

contains no duplicates. 

The relational algebra is procedural query languages. It consists of a set 

of operations that take one or two relation as input and produce a new 

relation as their result. The fundamental operations in the relational 

algebra are select, project, Union, set difference, Cartesian product and 

Rename. In addition to the fundamental operations there are several 

other operations namely set intersection, natural join, division and 

assignment. These operations will be defined in term of the fundamental 

operations. 

Fundamental operations :- 

Select, project and rename operation are called unary operations because 

the operate on one relation. The other three operations operate on pair of 

relations are therefore called binary operations. 

Branch_name Loan_number Amount 

SBI DB Road L-15 1500 

SBI City L-16 2500 

SBI City L-19 3000 

SBI city L-18 1900 

SBI DB Road L-20 1700 



 

 

SBI DB Road L-17 2000 

 

 

➢ Select operation:- 

The Select operation selects tuples that satisfy a given predicate. we use 

the Greek letter sigma(σ) to denote selection. The predicate appears as a 

subscript to σ. The argument relation is given in parenthesis following the 

σ.  

Syntax: 

                  σ P(R) 

         where P is a predicate or prepositional logic, R is a relation name, 

and σ is a selection symbol.  

Ex (relational algebra query) 

To select those tuples of the loan relation where the branch is “SBI DB 

Road”. 

       σBranch_name=”SBI DB Road”
(Loan) 

SQL:- 

Select * from Loan where Branch_name=’SBI DB Road’; 

Branch_name Loan_number Amount 

SBI DB Road L-15 1500 

SBI DB Road L-20 1700 

SBI DB Road L-17 2000 

 

in general operators,we can use for comparison in the selection predicates are 

=,≠≤,≥,>,<. we can also combine several predicates into a large predicate using 

the connectives and(^) or(V) and not(┐). 



 

 

➢ project operation:- 

               the project operation selects certain columns from the table and 

discards the other columns. The general form of the project operation is 

.  

Syntax: 

                    ΠA1,A2..(R) 

      Where Π(pi) is uppercase Greek letter to denote the project 

operation and A1,A2.. are list of attributes from the of relation R. 

Ex (relational algebra query) 

 the query to list all loan numbers and amount of loan can be written as 

                       πLoan_number, Amount
(Loan) 

SQL: 

Select Loan_number, Amount from Loan; 

 Result:-     

Loan_number Amount 

L-16 2500 

L-15 1500 

L-20 1700 

L-17 2000 

L-19 3000 

L-18 1900 

 


